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Summary 
 

Signals used by males to attract females are among the most diverse traits in the animal 

kingdom. These traits are often generated under sexual selection and the same signal is 

frequently used in male-male competition as well as in female choice. If the fitness optimum 

for one trait differs between the sexes, a sexual conflict is present. Visual, tactile, sound and 

olfactory cues are used to attract the opposite sex. These traits can either be honest signals of 

quality or be used to manipulate the female. Mainly visual cues have been studied in many 

species, but especially in fish, olfactory cues may play an important role. There exists a body 

of evidence that pheromones are relevant during courtship but effects of male pheromones on 

females are mostly unknown. Corynopoma riisei, a small freshwater characin, is characterized 

through its sexual dimorphism and its intensive, extended and stressing courtship behaviour. 

The male as the displaying sex uses several signals towards the female. For instance, he beats 

his tail in front of the females face releasing a pheromone from a glandular structure near his 

tail. To test whether this pheromone has a stimulating or sedating effect on the female, I 

investigated the female’s behavioural and physiological response after pheromone treatment 

and exposure to stress. Females of either treatment or control group were treated with a high 

dose of pheromone or none respectively, by giving a homogenized male pheromone gland or 

tissue control into the water of the female. Two kinds of activity behaviours were observed 

and serotonin activity, which is linked to the levels of stress and aggressiveness, was 

measured. Females with a high pheromone dose treatment showed a significantly lower stress 

related behaviour activity but higher exploratory swimming activity after pheromone and 

stress exposure. Serotonin activity tended to be higher in the pheromone treated females 

suggesting that it makes the female less aggressive. My results thus suggest that the male 

pheromone has both a sedating and stimulating effect on the female, making her easier 

available for the male during courtship.  

 

 

Introduction 
 

“Sexual selection is the difference in reproduction that arise from variation among individuals 

in traits that affect success in competition over mates and fertilizations” (Andersson, 1994). 

The traits which evolve through sexual selection can be signals of different modalities (e.g. 

visual, auditory, and chemical) (Hill et al., 2004) and are used by males during intra-sexual 
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competition and inter-sexual courtship. Thus, the variation among individuals in traits which 

help them to obtain mates and reproduce is due to either intra-sexual selection (competition 

within a sex for access to mates or resources for mating) or inter-sexual selection (mate choice 

between the sexes) (see Sargent et al., 1998, for review). 

Sexual conflict is an important engine of sexual selection (e.g. Arnqvist and Rowe, 

2005). Sexual conflict is defined as a conflict between the evolutionary interests of 

individuals of the two sexes (Parker, 1979). One reason for sexual conflict is that the sexes 

often invest asymmetrically in their offspring. This asymmetry begins in the state of 

anisogamy; the females have larger, more costly, gametes than males (eggs vs. sperm). 

Females typically invest more in their offspring which make them more selective. A conflict 

of interest over reproductive decisions is present, where the aim of the male, who has lower 

costs of reproduction and higher potential reproductive rate, is to produce a high number of 

offspring, while the female, who has a higher cost of reproduction, has a lower optimal 

number of offspring (Anderson, 1996). When selection is drawing in different directions in 

the two sexes the sexual conflict will become more intense. Sexual antagonistic selection on a 

trait of interest is one product. In sexually antagonistic co-evolution male persistence traits 

and female resistant traits co-adapt and feed back on one another (Arnqvist and Rowe, 2005). 

Reproductive competition among males leads to male traits which are beneficial in this 

context; the male when interacting with females can depress the female fitness (male 

persistence). Females in turn will evolve traits which reduce the direct costs imposed by the 

male traits (female resistance). The female resistant traits may then feed back on the strength 

and form of competition between males, causing selection for altered male persistence 

(Arnqvist and Rowe, 2005). 

A signal is used during communication by an actor in order to modify the behaviour of 

reactors (Krebs and Davies, 1993). Signals are involved in male-male competition and mate 

choice during courtship. Fights over mates select for strength and often are involved traits like 

e.g. antlers, horns and spurs large in size. Mate choice is resulting in conspicuous ornaments 

and behavioural signals; traits which attract and stimulate mates, like bright plumage colour, 

elongated tails (peacock, (Pavo)) and ground pecking display (phasianid birds) (see 

Andersson, 1996 for review). During communication, different types of signals are used. Four 

types can be distinguished by the feature of their sensory channel: Auditory, visual, tactile and 

chemical. Which channels are used for communication is influenced by both ecological 

constrains and their effectiveness in modifying the behaviour of reactors (Krebs and Davies, 

1993). The design of the signal is broadly limited by the environment, but within these limits 
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the evolution of signals results from selection increasing their effectiveness and alteration of 

the behaviour of reactors (Krebs and Davies, 1993). In an evolutionary process called 

ritualization, selection improves the signal to be stereotyped, repetitive and exaggerated 

(Cullen, 1966). Ritualization may be the result of a co-evolutionary arms race between actors 

and reactors, where the actors aim is to manipulate the behaviour of the reactor in a for him 

beneficial way and the reactor tries to resists the responding to the actor, which if successful, 

leads to a stronger manipulative signalling of the actor to overcome the reactors resistance and 

so on. The result is called manipulative signalling, which is non-co-operative (Krebs and 

Dawkins, 1984). On the other hand there exist honest signals which are mostly a result of co-

operation between signaller and receiver, where both parties benefit from the information 

exchange (“classic ethological approach”) (e.g. Smith, 1977). But honest signalling can also 

evolve as another possible end-point of the mentioned co-evolutionary process. Here signals 

become reliable indicators of quality because they are costly. Only displayers of good quality 

are able to produce and maintain such a signal (Zahavi, 1975). And the receivers of such 

signals are under the selection pressure of detecting dishonest or manipulative signals (Krebs 

and Davies, 1993). To sum up, a signal can be either co-operative or manipulative. 

Manipulative signalling is non co-operative and the interests between signaller and receiver 

differ; and if the actors are of two sexes of the same species, manipulative signalling is 

involved in sexual conflict. 

One of the four mentioned signal types is the chemical type; it has its advantages in 

being cheap to produce, having a large operation range as well as a long duration time, 

compared to e.g. the auditory type which has high costs of production and high flexibility 

which is lacking in the chemical one (see Krebs and Davies, 1993, for review). Pheromones 

are substances of chemical nature which convey information between individuals of the same 

species. They typically signal sexual readiness or social status of the releasing animal and 

trigger stereotype behaviours or physiological changes in the detecting animal (Hill et al., 

2004). Scent plays a major role in animal communication and there exist strong evidence for 

sexual selection of male scent in several taxa where it is used to attract and stimulate the other 

sex. For instance, in butterflies it has been shown that the male releases a pheromone during 

courtship which is necessary for male mating success suggesting that it is favoured by sexual 

selection (e.g. Brower et al., 1965). In salamanders, males produce special courtship 

pheromones in glands that only develop during breeding season. The excreted pheromone has 

been shown to decrease the courtship time resulting in increased receptivity of the female 

(Houck and Reagan, 1990). Also in fish chemical cues play a role in different contexts like 
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predator detection, species recognition, food search, migratory behaviour and reproduction 

(see Johnsen, 1986, for review). Fish are able to receive and integrate chemical signals which 

act as behavioural regulators. It has been shown morphologically and electrophysiologically 

that specialized cells (solitary chemosensory cells) and the medial olfactory system have their 

roles in intra- and inter-specific interactions in discriminating pheromones by olfaction (see 

Kotrschal, 2000, for review). The role of chemical cues in reproductive behaviour of fishes 

has mostly been studied on goldfish, Carassius auratus. Dulka et al. (1987) have shown that a 

steroid sex pheromone has the function to synchronize male and female spawning. 

Investigations of pheromone role in courtship behaviour have mainly focused on the effect of 

female pheromone on males. General effects are stimulation of male activity, attraction of 

males and increased male courtship (see Sargent et al.., 1998, for review). Interestingly, the 

influence of male pheromones on females is virtually unknown although it has been suggested 

that pheromones are important in male recognition (Crapon de Crapona and Ryan, 1990). 

Pheromones may play a major role during courtship in fish since they swim in an 

olfactory medium. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate the effect of olfactory signals, 

particularly the effect and role of a pheromone released by males with females as targets. 

However, such investigations require a species with strong sexual selection and a morphology 

and courtship which gives clear hints of pheromone utilisation. 

A suitable test organism to invest this in is Corynopoma riisei, a freshwater Characin 

(also known as Tetras) belonging to the subfamily of the Glandulocaudinae. These small 

fishes (30-60mm standard length) are mainly found in Central and South America (Nelson, 

1964). Males have secondary sexual characters in form of enlarged median fins and prolonged 

anal rays, as well as a conspicuous paddle-like operculum extension (Nelson, 1964) (Fig. 1a). 

During courtship, the male extents, twitches and shakes the paddle in front of the female who 

reacts to this by nipping the paddle-tip and following it. With this behaviour he catches and 

keeps the attention of the female during a long lasting courtship. The final sperm transfer is 

likely to occur at the end of the courtship where the pairing fish intertwine and sometimes 

leap as much as two cm from the water (Nelson, 1964). But also aggressive behaviours like 

‘chasing’ and biting have been documented during courtship. In ‘chasing’ which is conducted 

by both males and females the performer follows the other fish rapidly resulting in overtaking 

or violent contact (Nelson, 1964). Additionally the courtship is very time consuming and can 

take several hours (Niclas Kolm, unpublished observations) with constant swimming and 

displaying activity, after which the male and sometimes both the male and the female lie 

completely exhausted at the bottom. This suggests that the courtship is extremely stressing 
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and exhausting for the participants. Furthermore, males in this species as well as others of the 

subfamily have a caudal gland (Fig.1b). A structure found on the base of the caudal fin, where 

thickened glandular areas in combination with modified caudal scales are present (Nelson. 

1964). 
 

 

 

Fig. 1 a) Male Corynopoma riisei, with extended paddle and raised median fins; a typical position during 

courtship in order to attract the female. b) Caudal morphology Corynopoma riisei; male, modified caudal scales 

and thickened glandular area in the region of the lower caudal fulcra (From Nelson, 1964).   

 

Nelson (1964) hypothesized, based on observations of courtship behaviour and the 

morphology of the glandular structure, that the caudal gland produces a substance which, 

when directed towards the female by the bellows during ‘dusting’, increases the mating 

possibility. When ‘dusting’, the male is positioned in front or near beside the female and 

vibrates its caudal fin rapidly. Atkin and Fink (1979) confirmed the glandular nature of the 

tissue in C. riisei histologically and Weitzman and Fink (1985) showed that the modified 

scales which cover the structure of hypertrophied epidermal cells and the tail fin form a 

bellows-like structure which acts as a passive pump during tail-beating. Further investigations 

of Atkin and Fink (1979) strengthened the hypothesis of Nelson for the species C.riisei, where 

they found that males in isolation from females had gland cells which were reduced in size 

and became densely reticulated, but the cells rapidly recovered their usual size and diverse 

staining properties when courtship behaviour was resumed. These findings suggest that the 

development of the caudal gland is stimulated by females’ presence and that its function is 

during courtship, where a pheromone is released towards the female. Although the exact 

effect of the pheromone is not known, Nelsons postulation (1964) seems plausible. The 

 

Fig. 1a)     b) 
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underlying mechanism; how the pheromone influences the female’s behaviour after she 

perceives the male pheromone still remains unclear.  

In order to understand the exact mechanism, which most likely is consisting of both 

specific behavioural responses and physiological responses, which might interact (inhibit or 

enhance one another), have causal or no relationship, a separate investigation of both 

responses is needed. This can be done by presenting stimulus and by observing the 

behavioural and endocrinal response (e.g. serotonin) respectively.  
The endocrine stress response in fish is characterised by the end product cortisol. It is 

released at the end of the hypothalamic-pituitary-interrenal axis, which is the teleost homolog 

to the mammalian hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis (HPA) axis (see Wedelelaar 

Bonga, 1997, for review). But also the neurotransmitter serotonin is involved in the stress 

response as well as in aggressive behaviour in fish. Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) 

is a neurotransmitter derived from tryptophan. One break-down product of serotonin is its 

catabolite 5-Hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) (Wikipedia, 2007). On the one hand 

serotonin activity is positively correlated with stress (Summers et al., 2005). Serotonin 

activity and stress hormone corticosterone levels are related during stress response; 

corticosterone is stimulated and stimulates 5-HT (see Summers et al., 2005 for review). On 

the other hand serotonin activity is negatively correlated with aggressive behaviour. Studies in 

many taxa, among these in fish (e.g. Winberg et al. 2001) suggest that serotonin (5-HT) is the 

primary inhibitory regulator of aggressive behaviour (Summers et al., 2005). Hence, serotonin 

activity levels have to be interpreted context dependent (Summers et al., 2005). 

In this study, I use C. riisei as a model to investigate how male pheromones may 

influence females during courtship and whether this influence is co-operative or manipulative. 

Hence, I aim to shed light on the evolutionary processes that have resulted in the pheromone 

in the context of signal design and sexual conflict. Further, by focusing both on behavioural 

and physiological responses in females from the male pheromone I aim to increase our 

understanding also regarding the mechanisms of female responses to the signal.  Two possible 

effects of the male pheromone on the female can be hypothesized: Firstly, the male 

pheromone may have a sedating effect on the female, making her more accessible to the male. 

Secondly, the pheromone may have a stimulating effect making the female more responsive 

to male actions. I predict the following responses to pheromone exposure in the light of my 

hypotheses: If the pheromone is stimulating I predict that females treated with pheromone get 

more active and don’t show escaping behaviour. If the pheromone has a sedating effect I 

predict that females treated with pheromones show a lower activity and are less stressed.  
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Methods 
 

Experiments were undertaken from November 2006 to January 2007 at the Department of 

Animal Ecology, EBC. Sampling was done at day time. In order to investigate the effect of 

the male pheromone on female behaviour, a treatment (pheromone exposure) and a control 

(tissue control exposure) group of females was formed. Prior to the experiment the females of 

both groups (10 females each group) were isolated in separate tanks (20 L, provided with an 

air-driven filter), for at least two weeks, to assure that they had not been into contact with 

males and not received the pheromone or a spermatophore before, which could have lead to 

altered response to the experimental treatment. The males (10 individuals) were kept in small 

tanks (2.6 L, provided with aeration) with one female each for stimulation of maturity and 

especially the development of the caudal gland.  

The water was made up by a mix of 70 % tap-water and 30% de-ionised water. Water 

temperature was held at 22 C°. Tanks were kept on a 12 hour light-dark cycle by means of 

fluorescent lighting. The fish were fed with frozen Daphnia ad libitum once daily. 

 

Behavioural investigation 

Treatment and control females were transferred into an observation aquarium (2.6 L). 

The water level was held at 4 cm to assure a high concentration of homogenate. For each 

female treatment pair, one male was killed and a tissue homogenate for the pheromone 

treatment was prepared by dissecting the entire pheromone gland of the male and 

homogenizing it. For the homogenate of the control treatment, a similarly sized piece of tissue 

from the dorsal part was dissected and homogenised. The homogenates were given into the 

water of the female according to their group while trying to squirt the pheromone or tissue 

control as close to the female as possible. The behaviour of the female was then observed at 

three different time points for five minutes each, during a total period of 55 minutes. During 

this time the females received the pheromone or tissue-control and were stressed for 1 minute 

(see below). Behavioural observations were conducted in two manners. Firstly, the overall 

swimming activity (Behaviour 1: swimming activity) was investigated. The aquarium (base: 

19x12 cm) was divided in three (after the fourth replicate six) parts of equal size. Observation 

was conducted by looking from above; counting the squares passed. Secondly, another 

measurement of activity was used. In previous observations a behaviour where the fish was 

swimming hectically in a 90° angle against the aquarium wall was noticed. This behaviour 

occurred after or in stress situations, like switching fish between aquaria and a lot of 
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movement in front of the aquarium. Thus, Behaviour 2, the “Swimming against the wall”- 

activity (SAW-activity from hereon) was interpreted as an escape behaviour in a small 

observation tank. The overall impression during this behaviour was a hectic and stressful 

movement, interrupted by brakes without any movement on the bottom, which was coupled to 

an extremely high gill rate frequency. Thus, SAW-activity was taken as a measurement of 

stress and investigated by measuring the time spent in the described position during the 

observation time. 

The one minute stress treatment was done to specify the result according to my 

hypothesis. The stress factor is one part of the exhausting courtship and if excessive stress is 

present the pheromone may calm down the female. The stress treatment was carried out 10 

minutes after the transfer of the female into the observation tank, by disturbing the water 

(shaking the tank) and knocking on the wall. The timing of behavioural observations (each 

observation period lasted five minutes) was determined as follows: The first observation was 

carried out right after the pheromone/tissue control treatment (Time 1) in order to quantify the 

immediate effect of the substance; The second observation was made after stressing the 

female (Time 2) in order to investigate the immediate reaction to stress with or without the 

influence of the pheromone; the third and last observation was done before decapitation (Time 

3) (Fig. 2). The time between pheromone or tissue-control exposure and stress was fixed on 

15 minutes to assure that the pheromone had enough time to influence the female and that it 

still had its influence. Afterwards the female was killed by decapitation and the brain removed 

rapidly (within 2 minutes). It was wrapped into aluminium foil. The whole body was stored in 

an Eppendorf tube. The samples were kept in liquid nitrogen until storage in -80 C° freezer. 

The decapitation was decided to take place 30 minutes after stress exposure. This time 

was chosen for endocrinal reasons. The cortisol level, whose investigation was planed but not 

possible because of time constrains, is namely expected to rise after stress and reach its peak 

approximately after one hour in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) (Svante Winberg, 

personal communication). Corynopoma riisei is a smaller species and the metabolic activity is 

most likely higher than in the bigger rainbow trout (Svante Winberg, personal 

communication). Additionally, the species was kept in aquaria with a relatively warm water 

temperature of around 22 C°. These facts led to the expectation that cortisol levels and 

serotonin activity reach their highest levels after a shorter period of time in C. riisei than in 

rainbow trout. 
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Fig. 2 Time schedule of behavioural experiment. Presented are experimental steps (red errors)  

and observation times (black bars). 
 

The collected data were used to compare the effect of the pheromone in the pheromone 

treatment versus control females. A detailed analysis was done by comparing the activity 

between the two groups (pair wise) at each time point of observation respectively (e.g. 

treatment time 1 vs. control time 1, treatment time 2 vs. control time 2 etc.). Furthermore, I 

compared the total activity across treatments and time points by taking the sum up the 

activities at the different time points of observation (time1+time 2+time 3) for each 

individual. All analyses were done by paired t-tests for dependent samples. 

 

Endocrinal investigation - Serotonin 

In total, 28 female brains were investigated. 18 females were from the experiment 

comparing pheromone treatment and control females (9 pheromone treatment and 9 controls) 

and 10 females were from a later untreated group, used as a reference point to obtain basal 

levels of serotonin activity. The measurement was conducted in two program runs of the 

HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography) machine. While the first measurement 

contained only treatment and control females the second measurement contained also 

additional untreated females. The two HPLC runs were undertaken with a 4 week time span 

between them.  

To measure the serotonin activity the dissected brains were weighted, homogenized 

and centrifuged. The supernatant containing serotonin (5-HT) and its metabolite (5- HIAA) 
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were used for the measurement by HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography). 

Serotonin activity was measured as the ratio of its catabolite (5-HIAA) to Serotonin (5-HT). 

With this method an estimation of monoaminergic turnover and activity was made. This 

guarantees that only the “really used” catabolites are counted which gives a more direct index 

of activity because variance related to tissue sample and to total levels of 5-HT and 5- HIAA 

is reduced. This method is useful especially when investing behaviour or stress (For review 

see Summer et al., 2005). The values ranged mainly between 0 (no serotonin activity) and 1 

(high serotonin activity). A low value represented a relationship between serotonin and its 

metabolite were serotonin levels were high and the metabolite levels were low (i.e. serotonin 

has not been broken down / “used” in large amounts). A high value (near 1) represented 

relatively lower serotonin levels compared to relatively higher metabolite levels (i.e. serotonin 

has been “used” in larger amounts) (Table 1). 

 

Assay 

The frozen brain samples were weighed and then homogenized in 300µl 4 % (w/v) 

ice-cold perchlorid acid (PCA) containing 0.2% EDTA and 40 ng ml-1 epinine 

(deoxyepinephrine, internal standard) with an MSE 100W ultrasonic disintegrator. After 

centrifugation for 10 minutes at 130rpm, the supernatant was diluted 3 times (dilution factor 

in total: 9) and the pellet (containing brain proteins) was saved for protein amount 

determination. Among others (MHPG, NE, DOPAC, DA and HVA), 5-HT and 5-HIAA were 

quantified by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with electrochemical 

detection (see Winberg et al., 2001, for further reading on this subject). Quantification of the 

samples was done by comparison with standard solutions of known concentrations and 

corrected for recovery of the internal standard using HPLC software (CSW, DataApex Ltd., 

the Czech Republic). In the HPLC the different components appear each with a peak at a 

different time point, which is characteristic for their properties. The time point of appearance 

for peaks of interest was defined by an exclusive run of the observed components; and the 

integral (area under peak) of each component was used for monoamine and monoamine 

metabolite amount determination. In the following calculations, the amount of monoamines 

and monoamine catabolites was determined by relating the sample peak to the standard peak; 

taking into account the evaporation factor, the known concentration of the reference, the 

dilution factor and the protein amount of each brain. 

The protein amount of the brain was measured by the Bradford method (Qiagen Bench 

guide, 2001). This quantitative protein assay method is based on the binding of a dye, 
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Coomassie Brilliant Blue, to a protein sample and comparing this binding to a standard curve. 

The standard curve is generated by the reaction of known amounts of a standard protein 

(BSA) (see Qiagen Bench guide, 2001, for further reading). The calculations were controlled 

for protein amount of the brain rather than the brain weight itself, because the brains weights 

were so low that accurate measurement was not possible. 

 Treatment versus control was tested via paired t-tests for dependent samples. All 

statistical analyses were conducted in Statistica (StatSoft, Inc. (2005).  

 

 

Results  

 
Behaviour 1: Swimming activity 

The swimming activity increased for both pheromone treatment and control group 

after pheromone exposure and reached its peak after the stress treatment. The pheromone 

treatment group showed a stronger and significant response to pheromone exposure and stress 

treatment (increase in swimming activity between time point 1 and time point 2 as well as 

between time point 1 and time point 3; pheromone treatment time 1 (mean ± S.D.): 45,181 ± 

38,138; pheromone treatment time 2: 92,727 ± 34,854; paired t-test: n = 11, t = -4,503, p = 

0,0011 compared to the control group (control time 1 (mean ± S.D.): 61,545 ± 41,666; control 

time 2: 81,818 ± 50,013; paired t-test: n = 11, t = -1,511, p = 0,161) and pheromone treatment 

time 1 (mean ± S.D.): 45,181 ± 38,138; pheromone treatment time 3: 91,181 ± 36,839; paired 

t-test: n =11, t = -3,191 , p = 0,009 compared to the control group (control time 1(mean ± 

S.D.): 61,545 ± 41,666; control time 3: 52,272 ± 24,083; paired t-test: n = 11, t = 0,560 , p = 

0,587). There was no significant difference in activity between time 2 and time 3 for either 

treatment (pheromone treatment time 2 (mean ± S.D.): 92,727 ± 34,854; pheromone treatment 

time 3: 91,181 ± 36,839; paired t-test: n = 11, t = 0,135, p = 0,135. Control time 2 (mean ± 

S.D.): 81,818 ± 50,013; control time 3: 52,272 ± 24,083; paired t-test: n = 11, t = 1,725, p = 

0,115) (Fig. 3). 
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At time point 3 the activity of the pheromone treatment group was significantly higher than 

the one of the control group (Control (mean ± SD): 52,272 ± 24,083; pheromone treatment: 

91,181 ± 36,839; paired t-test: n = 11, t = 3,625, p =0, 0046). However, there was no 

difference between the treatments for time 1 and time 2 (time 1: control (mean ± SD): 61,545 

± 41,666; pheromone treatment: 45,181 ± 38,138; paired t-test: n = 11, t = -1,164, p = 0,271; 

time 2: control (mean ± SD): 81,818 ± 50,013; pheromone treatment: 92,727 ± 34,854; paired 

t-test: n = 11, t = 0,630, p = 0,542). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Swimming activity of corynopoma 

riisei females (divided in pheromone 

treatment and control group) at three 

different time points of observation.  

For each time Point pheromone treatment 

and control group swimming activity are 

presented by their means and standard 

deviation. Pheromone treatment time 1 

(mean ± S.D.): 45,181 ± 38,138; 

pheromone treatment time 2: 92,727 ± 

34,854; paired t-test: n = 11, t = -4,503, p = 

0, 0011. Pheromone treatment time 1 

(mean ± S.D.): 45,181 ± 38,138; 

pheromone treatment time 3: 91,181 ± 

36,839; paired t-test: n =11, t = -3,191, p = 

0,009.Control (mean ± SD): 52,272 ± 

24,083; Pheromone treatment: 91,181 ± 

36,839; paired t-test: n = 11, t = 3,625, p 

=0, 0046. ** P < 0.01.  
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Behaviour 2: “Swimming against the wall”-activity (SAW-activity) 

There is the tendency of increase in SAW-activity during the experiment (from time 

point 1 to time point 3) for both pheromone treatment and control group (Table 1).  

 

Table 1. Tendency of Increase in SAW – activity with time in both treatment and control 

group 

 Time 1 vs time 2 Time 2 vs time 3 Time 1 vs time 3 

 Time 

1 

Time 

2 

Time 

3 
n t p n t p n t p 

Pheromone 

Treatment 

28,60 

± 

21,07 

47,10 

± 

29,49 

53,60 

± 

41,20 

10 -2,0 0,06 10 -0,5 0,61 10 -2,0 0,07 

Control 
66,70 

± 

40,21 

93,00 

± 

40,25 

95,60 

± 

27,92 

10 -1,8 0,09 10 -0,1 0,85 10 -2,3 0,04 

 

Presented are mean and S.D of serotonin activity of corynopoma riisei females (divided in pheromone treatment 

and control group) for each time point and treatment group and the comparison of time 1 versus time 2, time 2 

versus time 3 and time 1 versus time 3 for each treatment group, in order to show the tendency of increase of 

SAW-activity  from time 1 to time 3 (statistical analysis: dependent t-tests). 

 

SAW-activity was significantly lower for pheromone treated females as compared to 

controls across all time points (time 1: treatment (mean ± D.S.): 28,600 ± 22,212 ; control: 

66,700 ± 42,381 ; time 2: pheromone treatment: 47,100 ± 31,085 ; control: 93,00 ± 42,436 ; 

time 3: pheromone treatment: 53,600 ± 43,433 ; control: 95,600 ± 29,436 ; paired t-test: n1,2,3 

= 10 , t1 = -2,652, t2 = -4,352 , t3 = -3,522 , p1 = 0,0263 , p2 = 0,0018, p3 = 0,0064) (Fig. 3a). 

Also the overall time (all time points summed up) was significantly different between 

treatments (total time pheromone treatment (mean ± D.S.): 129, 30 ± 78,652; total time 

control: 255, 30 ± 89,116; paired t-test: n = 10, t = -5,675, p = 0, 0003) (Fig.3 b). 
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Taken together, the swimming activity is significantly higher for pheromone treatment 

females at time point 3 and the SAW-activity is significantly lower for the pheromone 

treatment females across all time comparisons. 

 

Serotonin 

Although serotonin activity was slightly higher for pheromone treated females as 

compared to controls, this difference was not statistically significant (treatment (mean ± 

S.D.): 0,176± 0,209; control: 0,148 ± 0,119; paired t-test: n =9, t = 0,802, p = 0,445). When 

plotting the serotonin activity against time (date of sampling) for pheromone treatment and 

control respectively, an increase in serotonin activity over time for both pheromone treatment 

and control was evident (regression analysis; pheromone treatment: R2 = 0,681, t7 = 3,867, p 

= 0,006; control: R2 = 0,499, t7 = 2,64, p = 0,033). Hence, for both treatment groups, time was 

a significant predictor of serotonin activity. Further, the slope of the pheromone treatment 

group (yt = 0,0229x - 0, 0122) is steeper compared to the slope for the control group (yc = 

0,0109x + 0, 0637). This was evident because the difference between pheromone treatment 

and control serotonin activity increased over time (regression analysis; difference (pheromone 

treatment – control):  R2 = 0,803, t7 = 5,342, p = 0, 0010) (Fig. 4 b). 
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Fig. 3a  
 

Fig. 3a “SAW”-activity of corynopoma riisei females (divided in pheromone treatment and control 

group) measured at three different time points. For each time point, pheromone treatment and control 

group SAW-activity are presented by their means and standard deviation. There was a significant 

difference between treatment and control at each time point (time1; time2, time3). (paired t-test: n1,2,3 = 

10 , t1 = -2,652, t2 = -4,352 , t3 = -3,522 , p1 = 0,0263 , p2 = 0,0018, p3 = 0,0064). b) Total time of  SAW-

activity for each treatment group. There was a significant difference between the two groups. (Paired t-

test: n = 10, t = -5,675, p = 0, 0003). * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001. 
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Comparing the results of the first versus the second serotonin measurement the 

serotonin activity was higher in the second measurement (measurement 1 (mean ± SD): 0,104 

± 0,048); measurement 2: 0,551 ± 0,269; independent t-test: t = -6,934, df = 29, p = 0,000). 

This is due to both a decrease in serotonin levels and an increase in catabolite levels compared 

to the levels in the first measurement (Table 2 and 3).  
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Fig. 4a)               b) 
b   
 Fig. 4 a) Serotonin activity of corynopoma riisei females (divided in pheromone treatment and control 

group) in comparison of pheromone treatment and control group. Presented are the mean value and the 

standard deviation for each group (pheromone treatment (mean ± S.D.): 0,176± 0,209; control: 0,148 ± 

0,119; paired t-test: n =9 , t = 0,802, p = 0,445) b) Serotonin activity over time; presented are serotonin 

activity of treatment pairs (pheromone treatment: blue, control: pink) plotted against their day (date) of 

sampling, the green line indicates the difference in serotonin activity between pheromone treatment and 

control, increasing over time. 
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Table 2. Summary of serotonin and catabolite concentrations and serotonin activity of 

corynopoma riisei females (divided in pheromone treatment- , control group and untreated 

females)  

Serotonin and metabolite concentration [pg/ g Protein] Serotonin activity 

Treatment (T) Control (C) Untreated (UT) T C UT 

HIAA 5 HT HIAA 5 HT HIAA 5 HT    

1,305 19,973 4,806 77,809 47,937 1343,7 0,065 0,061 0,036 

3,715 58,020 8,966 65,766 7,448 20,902 0,064 0,136 0,356 

2,304 13,487 5,240 28,091 10,899 24,979 0,170 0,186 0,436 

3,675 36,209 3,826 27,694 18,081 39,829 0,101 0,138 0,454 

2,585 47,298 3,172 35,262 19,104 34,943 0,054 0,089 0,547 

5,873 50,965 4,791 49,767 25,249 51,824 0,115 0,096 0,487 

6,227 59,419 3,982 40,508 8,525 16,432 0,104 0,098 0,519 

9,203 49,212 4,214 33,594 10,248 20,125 0,187 0,125 0,509 

46,634 64,546 30,325 67,420 21,060 29,165 0,722 0,449 0,722 

 

    50,962 70,685   0,721 

Mean 9,058 44,348 7,703 47,323 21,951 165,26 0,176 0,153 0,479 

S.D. 13,479 16,703 8,150 17,685 14,837 393,15 0,197 0,110 0,184 

 

All values are controlled for brain protein amount. Values in italic belong to the second measurement.  Values in 

bold indicate the trend of differences in serotonin activity between treatment and control which is strengthened 

by the second measurement. Pheromone treatment, control as well as untreated individuals (from the reference 

point group) are presented by 5-HIAA and 5-HT concentrations (picogram monoamines per µg brain protein) 

and the ratio of 5-HIAA to 5-HT (serotonin activity). 

 

Table 3. Mean values of serotonin and metabolite concentrations and 

 serotonin activity of measurements 1 and 2 

 Measurement 1 Measurement 2 

HIAA 4,618 ± 2,091 41,765 ± 60,88 

5HT 43,317 ±16,673 152,86 ±346,94 

Serotonin activity 0,112 ± 0,041 0,55 ± 0,25 
 

Pheromone treatment, control and untreated females of corynopoma riisei are 

summarized in one mean value for each observed factor, to emphasize the general  

trend in hormone level change between the measurements. 
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The enhanced response can also be seen in the behavioural observations of SAW - 

activity. Comparing first versus second measurement and within each measurement the 

pheromone treatment versus control in “overall SAW”- activity; the SAW-activity of the 

pheromone treatment females in measurement 2 is nearly 8 times lower than the 

corresponding control female time, whereas the pheromone treatment females of 

measurement 1 spent the half of the time compared to their control in this position (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Summary of SAW”- activity 

 Measurement 1 Measurement 2 

Treatment 156,37 ± 57,39 21 ± 0 

Control 278,12 ± 76,73 164 ± 42  
 

Presented are the mean values and standard deviations for individuals (corynopoma 

 riisei, females) of first versus second measurement. For each measurement are 

 treatment and control shown to emphasize the strength of the respond to treatment. 

 

 

Discussion 

 
The swimming activity of both pheromone treatment and control group increased after 

exposure to pheromone/tissue control and stress (peak of activity at time point 2). The 

pheromone treatment group had significantly higher swimming activity levels at time point 3. 

The SAW- activity increased during the experiment for both pheromone treatment and 

control. Furthermore, the SAW-activity was significantly higher for the control at all three 

time points. The mean serotonin activity was slightly higher in the pheromone treatment 

compared to the control, but not significantly so. There was a highly significant difference in 

serotonin activity between first and second measurement. Moreover, serotonin activity for 

both pheromone treatment and control as well as the difference in serotonin activity between 

treatment and control appeared to increase over time. 

 

Behavioural responses 

The rise in activity between time point one and two is probably due to stress treatment 

and homogenate exposure in general, whereas the steeper increase in activity in the 

pheromone treatment group indicates that the male pheromone causes an increase in this 
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behaviour in females. At time point three the females of the pheromone treatment group 

stayed active, while the females of the control seemed exhausted by the treatment. This 

suggests that the pheromone has an immediate stimulating effect and also an extended 

stimulating effect on the swimming activity. These results are in line with the expectation that 

the pheromone has a stimulating effect on the female. Hence, the pheromone could well work 

in order to make the female able to respond to the male courting and follow him for a long 

time. Evaluating the time spent with SAW-activity, as a measurement of stress, the results 

indicate that the females, who have been exposed to the male pheromone, show a lower 

escaping intention and are less stressed. These findings are in line with the hypothesis that the 

male pheromone has a sedating effect on the females’ behaviour. It seems that the females are 

‘calmed down’ by the male pheromone and are either less accessible to stress after the 

pheromone treatment or the pheromone has a de-stressing effect, meaning it starts to develop 

its impact when a stressing situation has appeared. Taking the results of the different 

measurements of activity behaviour together, the swimming activity of the pheromone 

treatment females is significantly higher and the SAW-activity significantly lower at time 

point three. Firstly SAW-activity was defined for fishes standing in a 90° angle to the wall 

and swimming quickly against it, so it does not include any movement passing squares, thus 

the two movements can according to the observational definition not occur at the same time. 

Secondly, the control females, who have been swimming against the wall significantly longer 

than the treatment females, appear more exhausted in the end and not able to swim around 

anymore. So the two activity measurements strengthen each other. Together, the behavioural 

results suggest that females are affected by the male pheromone in a manner that is both 

activating and sedating.  

 

Serotonin responses 

Given the absence of a significant difference between pheromone treatment and 

control group regarding serotonin activity, the higher mean values in the pheromone treatment 

group may nevertheless indicate a trend of higher serotonin activity as a response to 

pheromone exposure. Especially since a striking replicate (see Table 2, values in bold) in the 

second measurement and behavioural data are found. The presented difference in serotonin 

activity values between first and second measurement is possibly due to the time span of four 

weeks between the samplings. During these four weeks the fish matured further, which was 

also visually detectable. The paddle length increased in males and both males and females 

expressed their characteristic body forms as well as their fin shapes (Cover picture and Fig. 
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1a). This further maturation might also be represented in hormonal changes including 

serotonin. It is known in the coho salmon that neurotransmitter levels of e.g. 5-HT, 5-HIAA 

and Dopamin (DA) are surging during a developmental phase called parr-smolt 

transformation (Ebbesson et al., 1996). These findings mirror the plasticity of brain 

neurotransmitter levels and variability in neurosecretory neurons (Ekström, 1994, Davies and 

Fernald, 1990).  The mentioned striking replicate in the second measurement (table 2, values 

in bold) shows the observed trend of higher serotonin activity in the treatment females in a 

convincing way. This suggests that sexual maturity develops along with stronger responses to 

the pheromone treatment. This suggestion is confirmed when plotting the serotonin activity 

over time (date of sampling). Serotonin levels are increasing with age, underlining the 

suggested maturation effect and additionally, as indicated by the increasing difference in 

serotonin activity between pheromone treatment and control over time. Hence, individuals 

apparently show a higher responsiveness to the pheromone with maturation (Fig. 4b). 

This reinforcement in reaction to the pheromone with maturation is also reflected in 

behavioural responses; pheromone treated females of measurement two show a larger 

difference in mean SAW-activity compared to their control group than the pheromone 

treatment females of the first measurement to their control; this indicates an enhanced 

response to the pheromone of females of the second measurement (Table 4). Thus the 

observed trend seems to give a hint in the right direction, suggesting that the first 

measurement is an underestimation of a possible effect of the male pheromone on the 

female’s neurotransmitter levels and that the higher serotonin activity levels in the treatment 

females can be interpreted further. With high serotonin activity females` aggressive behaviour 

would be inhibited and the pheromone would have the potential effect of making the female 

less aggressive. This effect may be evident because the courtship of C.riisei is beside its long 

endurance characterised through harsh and aggressive actions of both sexes. Chasing is often 

followed by violent contacts (Nelson, 1964). Thus an inhibition of the female’ aggressive 

behaviour would make her more susceptible to the male courtship and potentially also lower 

the costs of courting for the male. 

An alternative interpretation of the trend of increased serotonin activity in the 

pheromone treated females can be based on the interpretation in the context of stress instead 

of aggression. Serotonin activity is positively correlated with cortisol plasma levels (see 

Summers et al., 2005, for review), meaning that my observed trend could be caused by that 

pheromone treated females are more stressed than the control ones. However, this is 

contradictive to my interpretation of behavioural measurements, where, when taking SAW – 
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activity as a measurement of stress, the pheromone treated females seem less stressed. Hence, 

I think this alternative explanation is less likely to explain my results. Instead, the results are 

in line with my expectation that the male probably gets an easier access to the female as 

already suggested by Nelson (1964).  

 

Behaviour and serotonin 

To recapitulate the behavioural and endocrinal results; females seem to respond to the 

male pheromone in having a longer staying power, being less stressed and/or having a lower 

stress-susceptibility (behavioural) and inhibited in their aggressive behaviour (endocrinal 

trend). These findings confirm both suggestions which are not necessarily exclusive; the 

females are excited and stimulated to follow the male in the courtship and they seem less 

stressed and aggressive. All these responses are beneficial to the male in terms of getting 

access to the female. Whether the response of the female is beneficial or harmful to her and if 

she reacts towards a signal which is manipulating her will follow below.  

 

Stimulation and/or sedation?  

My experiment shows, that the SAW-activity as a sign of escaping and stress 

behaviour is lower in the pheromone treated females. Therefore the female is attracted and 

stimulated by the pheromone (in means of not swimming away in its presence) and it could 

play a role in male recognition. These results support previous findings in swordtails 

(Xiphophorus nigrensis and X. pygmaeus) by Crapon de Crapona and Ryan (1990), which 

showed that females seem to use male chemical cues in male recognition and are attracted by 

it. Further, it has been shown that females are attracted to water with male ‘smell’ and that 

this response is stronger in ovulated females, suggesting that the female responds to a male 

pheromone signal substance in a reproductive context (Lee and Ingersoll, 1979). The 

identification of male presence via smell is especially important when the habitat presents 

constrains on visual communication. C. riisei can sometimes be found in muddy waters 

(Nelson, 1964; Niclas Kolm, unpublished data), so that visual stimuli are restricted. In such 

habitats, olfaction is probably more important and a pheromone, which indicates that a male is 

present, is beneficial for both sexes to find each other and reproduce. Thus the male 

pheromone, when serving as a male recognition tool, can be involved in a collaboration 

scenario. Furthermore, my behavioural data suggest that the female is stimulated by the male 

pheromone to follow him during the courtship and this for a longer time compared to the 

control group. This could also mean that one effect of the pheromone is to increase the 
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endurance of the female during courtship. It could be interpreted as a ‘pushing-up’ drug, 

which makes the female bear the time consuming and exhausting courtship, which is 

characterised through constant swimming and displaying activity (Nelson, 1964; own 

observations). 

Considering both behavioural and endocrine data, the pheromone seems to make the 

female less stressed (SAW-activity lower in treatment group) and less aggressive (serotonin 

activity higher in treatment group) after pheromone exposure, suggesting a sedating effect of 

the pheromone; the female is expected to be less likely to escape when either a stressing 

situation is appearing or the courtship itself is stressing her and additionally to be less 

aggressive towards the male, when he is trying to get access to her. Assuming this is a 

sedating or ‘calming down’ effect; the male could benefit through obtaining easier access to 

the female and hence suffer lower costs during courtship. But this interpretation is not an 

exclusive explanation. Studies on mammals show that an increase in locomotion activity is an 

indicator of stress (e.g. Owen et al., 2004); locomotion would equal my investigated 

swimming activity. Thus the higher level of swimming activity in the pheromone treatment 

group could indicate a higher stress level of the treated females due to the pheromone. 

However, I find this unlikely since my behavioural observations gave the impression that 

swimming-around activity seemed to be an exploration behaviour, not associated with stress 

(for instance, gill strike rates were low during this behaviour); and it lead me to the 

assumption that, when implying the overall impression of behavioural actions, SAW- activity 

was a more appropriate measurement of stress. 

 

Costs and benefits 

The caudal gland is only expressed in mature males and with females present (Atkin 

and Fink 1979), suggesting that expression and maintenance of the signal are associated with 

costs for the males. Additional cost for males using the pheromone could be that not only 

females, but also other males (intra-specific competition) or predators may be attracted by it. 

However, these costs are presumably exceeded by the benefits associated with its usage. 

Having in mind the suggested effects of the pheromone of elevating endurance of female 

courting behaviour, her stimulation and lower stress levels as well as less aggressive response, 

it would be a clear advantage for the male to use the pheromone and profiting of its effects by 

getting easier access to the female. This could then produce a higher mating possibility and 

higher reproductive success for him. Additionally, if the pheromone makes the courtship 

shorter, a decrease in predation risk can be expected. The female’s response in turn is 
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presumably associated mainly with costs. Beside the costs of reproduction, the mating itself is 

probably costly in terms of energy and increased predation risk; and since females only need 

to mate once in their life-time and store sperm which could fertilise most if not all of her eggs 

(Kutaygil, 1958) it can be assumed that the costs of taking part in mating are high. 

Additionally the pheromone seems to ‘push her up’. The immediate effect is not necessarily 

costly, but one could imagine a kind of ‘hang-over’ effect where the higher amount of 

invested energy (due to the forced ‘pushing up’) during the already exhausting courtship, 

causes a delayed lack of energy. The assumed effect of an inhibited aggressive behavioural 

response could also be costly for the female, because it assumedly results in the inability of 

defence against males’ harsh actions during courtship. This probably leads to a time point of 

mating earlier than without pheromone influence, at which the female is perhaps not in 

optimal condition for reproduction. Conversely, the female could benefit by recognising the 

male and additionally she may have the possibility to distinguish between good and bad 

quality males via the signal. This prediction includes the assumption that the signal is a sign 

of the male’s quality; my results show lots of variation among the effect of the pheromone 

from different males (see e.g. SAW-activity; S.D. values in table 1), which could either be 

due to a different responsiveness among females or due to a variation in pheromones (quality 

and/or quantity) among males. If this variation in the pheromone quality and/or quantity is 

associated with the male’s condition or genetical quality, meaning that a good quality male 

has the ability to produce a good quality pheromone and/or larger amounts of pheromone 

which have a stronger effect on the female, the signal would act as a sign of quality. 

 

Sexual conflict 

Considering the cost-benefit outcomes for males and females, there is a plausible 

disequilibrium between the net outcomes between males and females. In the light of my 

suggested effects of the pheromone, the males seem to benefit more by its usage than the 

females. The nature of the signal seems manipulative and males and females appear involved 

in a sexual conflict scenario. Males try to force an easier access to the female by the usage of 

the pheromone, and try to manipulate the female which may not be interested in mating. This 

could result in a co-evolutionary arms race between the sexes, where the female tries to 

minimize the direct costs associated with the pheromone influence and reach her fitness 

optimum (she evolves resistance), which will feed-back on the males expression of the trait of 

interest (in this case the pheromone) and the alteration of his persistence (Arnqvist and Rowe, 

2005). 
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As already mentioned the pheromone could have effects other than on the female 

during courtship. The caudal gland is developed in mature males; these are also involved in 

male-male competition over females. One could imagine an effect of the pheromone also on 

other males since it is known that in C. riisei sexually mature males inhibit the sexual 

maturation of immature males (Bushmann and Burns, 1994) and that pheromones may play a 

contributing role of this phenomenon (Borowski, 1987). If one pheromone is responsible for 

two affects in different sexes the result is a balancing sexual selection on its composition, 

which is consisting of the outcomes of both types of sexual selection, which in term can 

conflict. This link between sexual conflict and sexual selection has been shown by Moore et 

al. (1999 and 2001) in cockroaches. Applying it to C. riisei,  the scenario is further 

complicated through the existence of another organ, the gill gland, whose histological 

characteristics and location lead to the suggestion, that it also releases pheromones during 

courtship and is, together with the caudal gland, involved in the chemical signalling system of 

C. riisei (Burns and Weitzman, 1996, Bushman et al., 2002). However, the target of this 

pheromone and whether it is interacting with the caudal gland pheromone in general, remains 

to be clarified. Moreover, not only pheromones play a role during courtship, they are only one 

of numerous other traits (shape, size, colour etc.) influencing the decisions of mate choice 

(Andersson, 1994). Hence, it is important to investigate the complete range of factors 

regarding the overall impression of a potential partner. 

 

Conclusion 

 My findings clarify the picture of the link between the male pheromone and the female 

behaviour in terms of the mechanism involved. I conclude that the male pheromone has a 

stimulating effect on the female and that this effect is increasing with sexual maturity. If this 

effect would result in equal benefits for both sexes, the usage of the signal would be involved 

in a collaboration scenario. However, in the light of my findings I suggest that the pheromone 

is not purely stimulating. With its effects of stimulating female endurance and sedating (less 

stressed and potentially less aggressive) which presumably results in an easier access for the 

male to the female, it is probably more beneficial to the male than to the female. Particularly 

since females only need to mate very rarely during their life time given their potential to store 

sperm. The mechanism behind the pheromone seems manipulative and the sexes involved in a 

sexual conflict scenario. 
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Future investigations 

Several further investigations should be done to fully understand the conflict of the 

sexes in this system. Especially an investigation of the females’ costs may be interesting 

where the mentioned potential costs could be followed up. Further, effects of the pheromone, 

other than the immediate ones, remain unclear and possible effects on e.g. female fecundity, 

number and quality of offspring would give a clearer picture of the costs and benefits of the 

pheromone. A further investigation which could have given a hint of possible long term 

effects in sex steroids was planned, but this was not possible due to time constraints. Sex 

steroids are a potential link between the immediate pheromone influence and its long term 

effect, because its levels can be influenced by stress (Kubokawa et al., 1999) and it mirrors 

the reproductive status of the female (i.e. whether she is investing resources egg production or 

not). Also an investigation in another female hormone like GnRH (gonadotropin-releasing- 

hormone) would be profitable, because its release is influenced by stress (Hill et al., 2004) 

and it also serves as a measurement of the females’ reproductive potential (Fox et al., 1997).  

In order to follow up and strengthen the serotonin measurements, the experiment 

should be replicated on fully sexually mature males and females. Furthermore, an 

investigation of cortisol levels would make sense. Cortisol, the main indicator of stress in 

teleost fish (see Wedelelaar Bonga, 1997, for review), is positively correlated with a rise in 

serotonin in the context of stress (see Summers et al., 2005, for review) but it has the addition 

that it reflects a potential link between stress and reproduction. Inverse relation between 

cortisol and androgen (a sex steroid) levels during sexual maturation (Pickering et al. , 1987) 

as well as affects of exogenous cortisol treatment on reproductive function have been reported 

(e.g. Carragher et al., 1989). Thus an investigation in cortisol levels in relation to the 

pheromone could shed light on both direct stress responses as well as potential influences of 

the pheromone on reproduction. 
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